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nearly since its inception in 2006.
She grew up with pets, and continues to have cats and dogs in
her life. “I know how important
pets are to me. They are more than
companion animals—they become
family. I couldn’t imagine someone facing the decision of whether
they should eat or if their beloved
pet should eat. Or worse, having
to make a decision of giving up a
pet due to financial stresses. There
are many animals looking for loving homes. These animals already
have that.”

Special
DELIVERY
KIBBLE ON WHEELS
A volunteer carrying a 10-pound
bag of dog food rings the doorbell.
Inside, a young dog barks. Moments
later, the door opens. In the doorway
stands Melanie Ertz, smiling
brightly and holding a wriggling
tiny dog. Volunteer Jessica Ives
greets Melanie warmly and coos at
puppy Hope.

resources. Grateful for Kibble on
Wheels, she is enthusiastic about
how helpful a pet can be. “My dog
heals me in ways that nobody else
can. Hope challenges me in good
ways, and helps me not feel so
alone,” Melanie says. “The Kibble
program helps me be able to have
a pet again.”

Melanie and Hope are clients of
Independent Living, Inc., a Dane
County nonprofit that operates
Evening Meals on Wheels and
its extension program, Kibble on
Wheels. The pet food program
relies exclusively on donations
and volunteers. Once a month,
Jessica picks up puppy food from
Independent Living and takes it to
Melanie and Hope.

About 40 companion animals
currently receive support from
Kibble on Wheels. Most pets are
cats and dogs, although in the past
there have been birds and fish.

Melanie, who is homebound, clearly adores her playful teddy bear
puppy. She’s had dogs in the past,
and is frank about cancer and other
health issues impacting her life and
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When the Kibble on Wheels program began in 2006, it was the first
of its kind in Wisconsin. “The program operates entirely on grants,
donations, in-kind gifts, and volunteers,” says Addie Endreson, who
coordinates both the Kibble on
Wheels program and the volunteer
program at Independent Living.
“Donations vary from cash to inkind items, like canned pet food,

cat litter, and pet toys from individuals, groups, and local businesses.
Mounds Pet Food Warehouse has
been very supportive. They have
donated hundreds of pounds of dry
dog and cat food.”
Heather Sullivan of Mounds says the
company is proud to partner with
Kibble on Wheels. “Our mission is to
help enrich the lives of pets and pet
parents in our community. We feel
people should not have to make the
choice between feeding their pets
or feeding themselves. This is just
one of the many outreach programs
we support to help keep pets in
their homes with their owners.
Mounds believes in giving back to
the community that supports us—
it’s what we do.”
To participate in Kibble on Wheels,
the pet owner must be a client
of Independent Living through
a separate service and meet
other qualifications. Priority is
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Through Kibble on Wheels, pets
and the people who love them have
a better chance of staying together.
“All of my dogs have been cherished
members of my family to walk
through life with, including Hope,
but Hope plays an additional role
in relation to my health challenges,”
Melanie says. “It means so much to
me to be able to feed Hope food
from the Kibble on Wheels program.
I am grateful.”

given to clients receiving Evening
Meals on Wheels.
More than a decade ago, volunteers
making meal deliveries realized that
income-struggling seniors were
often sharing their meals with their
pets. This was corroborated through
research by Meals on Wheels
America. The national association
found that by sharing their meals,
seniors weren’t getting enough
to eat, and their pets were eating
inappropriately. Both situations
were detrimental to health.

Meals on Wheels America worked
with Banfield Pet Hospitals and its
charitable foundation to create a
grant program. Independent Living,
as a member of Meals on Wheels
America, has received several small
grants through the years for Kibble
on Wheels. Those small grants and
cash donations help offset costs for
food for pets who have special diets
or other needs.

Sue
Berg
is
the
marketing
director at Independent Living,
Inc.
More
information
is
at
IndependentLivingInc.org. A North
Dakota native, Sue is an active
volunteer in Evansville, where she
lives. She’s also a pet lover with two
senior horses and a young cat.

Volunteers making deliveries are often pet lovers themselves. Jessica
has been with Kibble on Wheels
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